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Abstract Emerging Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) techno-
logies like 3DXpoint promise significant performance po-
tential for OLTP databases. However, transactional databases
need to be redesigned because the key assumptions that non-
volatile storage is orders of magnitude slower than DRAM
and only supports blocked-oriented accesses have changed.
NVMs are byte-addressable and almost as fast as DRAM.
The capacity of NVM is much (4-16x) larger than DRAM.
Such NVM characteristics make it possible to build OLTP
databases entirely in NVM main memory.

This paper studies the structure of OLTP engines with
hybrid NVM and DRAM memory. We observe three chal-
lenges to design an OLTP engine for NVM: tuple metadata
modifications, NVM write redundancy, and NVM space man-
agement. We propose Zen, a high-throughput log-free OLTP
engine for NVM. Zen addresses the three design challenges
with three novel techniques: metadata enhanced tuple cache,
log-free persistent transactions, and light-weight NVM space
management. We further propose Zen+ by extending Zen
with two mechanisms, i.e., MVCC-based adaptive execu-
tion and NUMA-aware soft partition, to robustly and effec-
tively support long running transactions and NUMA archi-
tectures. Experimental results on a real machine equipped
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with Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory show that com-
pared with existing solutions that run an OLTP database
as large as the size of NVM, Zen achieves 1.0x-10.1x im-
provement while attaining fast failure recovery, and supports
ten types of concurrency control methods. Experiments also
demonstrate that Zen+ robustly supports long running trans-
actions and efficiently exploits NUMA architectures.

Keywords Non-Volatile Memory · OLTP engine ·
Metadata-Enhanced Tuple Cache · Log-Free Transac-
tion · NUMA

1 Introduction

Byte-addressable, non-volatile memory (NVM) is a new type
of memory technology designed to address the DRAM scal-
ing problem [44,55,3,1,21]. NVM delivers a unique com-
bination of near-DRAM speed, lower-than-DRAM power
consumption, affordable large (up to 6TB in a dual-socket
server) memory capacity, and non-volatility in light of power
failure. By removing disk I/Os, NVM can substantially im-
prove the performance of systems with persistence require-
ment. Therefore, OLTP databases using NVM as primary
storage is emerging as a promising design choice [5,27,6].

Recent studies in concurrency control methods have ad-
vanced the main memory OLTP transaction throughput in
a single machine (without persistence) to over one million
transactions per second [48,17,38,51,57,33]. However, re-
placing DRAM with NVM tends to slow down a system
because NVM performs modestly (e.g., 2–3x) slower than
DRAM, NVM writes have lower bandwidth than reads, and
persisting writes from CPU cache to NVM incurs drastic
(e.g., 10x) overhead. In this paper, we rethink the design of
the OLTP engine for NVM by fully considering the proper-
ties of NVM. Our goal is to achieve transaction performance
similar to those of pure DRAM based OLTP engines.
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We observe three challenges in achieving our goal:

– Tuple Metadata Modifications: Main memory OLTP en-
gines typically maintain a small amount of metadata per
tuple for supporting concurrency control [48,38,51,57,
33]. The per-tuple metadata is often modified not only
by tuple writes but also by tuple reads. As a result, tuple
reads in an NVM based OLTP engine can incur expen-
sive NVM writes.

– NVM Write Redundancy: OLTP databases typically rely
on logs and checkpoints/snapshots to achieve durability.
If an NVM based engine takes this approach, there will
be substantial NVM write redundancy because the same
content is written to the logs, the checkpoints/snapshots,
in addition to the base tables. This redundancy not only
takes more NVM space, but also negatively impacts the
runtime performance.

– NVM Space Management: NVM space allocation opera-
tions need to be persistent across power failure. Hence,
every NVM memory allocation and free call may have
to be protected by expensive NVM persistence opera-
tions. Unfortunately, OLTP transactions often perform
non-trivial numbers of inserts, updates, and/or deletes,
potentially incurring significant allocation overhead.

In this paper, we propose Zen, a high-throughput log-
free OLTP engine for NVM. Zen addresses the above three
challenges with the following three new techniques. It pro-
vides general-purpose support for a wide range of concur-
rency control methods.

– Metadata Enhanced Tuple Cache: We store base tables
in NVM without per-tuple metadata. Then we propose
to build an Met-Cache (Metadata enhanced tuple Cache)
in DRAM to (i) cache tuples that are used in currently
running transactions or have recently been used, and (ii)
augment each tuple with per-tuple metadata required by
concurrency control methods. In this way, Zen performs
concurrency control mostly in DRAM, avoiding writing
per-tuple metadata in NVM for tuple reads, and reduces
NVM reads for frequently accessed tuples.

– Log-Free Persistent Transactions: We eliminate NVM
write redundancy by completely removing logs and check-
points for transactions in our durability scheme. Each
tuple in the base tables in NVM has a tuple ID field
and a Tx-CTS (Transaction Commit Timestamp) field.
Tx-CTS identifies the transaction that produces the ver-
sion of the tuple. At commit time, Zen persists modified
tuples in a transaction from the Met-Cache to the rele-
vant base tables in NVM. It writes to newly allocated
or garbage collected space without overwriting the pre-
vious versions of the tuples. The most significant bit in
Tx-CTS is used as a LP (Last Persisted) bit. After per-
sisting the set of modified tuples in a transaction, Zen
sets the LP bit and persists the Tx-CTS for the last tu-

ple in the set. Upon failure recovery, Zen can identify
if the modification of a transaction is fully persisted by
checking the LP bit. If it is set for one of the tuples, then
the transaction is committed. Otherwise, the transaction
is considered as aborted, and the previous tuple versions
are used.

– Lightweight NVM Space Management: We aim to reduce
the persistence operations for NVM space management
as much as possible. First, we allocate large (2MB sized)
chunks of NVM memory from the underlying system,
and initialize the NVM memory so that Tx-CTS=0. Sec-
ond, we manage tuple allocation and free without per-
forming any persistence operations. This is because us-
ing the log-free persistence mechanism, Zen can identify
the tuple versions that are most recently committed upon
recovery. The old tuple versions are then put into the free
lists. Third, the allocation structures are maintained in
DRAM during normal processing. Zen garbage collects
old tuple versions for tuple allocations. Each thread has
its own allocation structures to avoid thread synchroniza-
tion overhead.

Moreover, we propose Zen+ by extending Zen with two
mechanisms, namely, MVCC-based adaptive execution and
NUMA-aware soft partition, to robustly and effectively sup-
port long running transactions and NUMA architectures.

MVCC-Based Adaptive Execution: We aim to (i) effi-
ciently execute long running transactions as much as possi-
ble when there is no inherent conflict; (ii) robustly support
long running transactions even if there are conflicts; and (iii)
effectively manage the system resource usage. For (i), Zen+
adopts MVCC as the concurrency control method to support
long-running read-only transactions and light-weight read-
write transactions. For (ii) and (iii), we propose an adaptive
execution strategy with pre-defined resource usage and roll
back thresholds. Zen+ performs normal processing while
monitoring the thresholds. If any of the thresholds is trig-
gered, Zen+ stops all other transactions and exclusively exe-
cutes the privileged long running transaction to completion.

NUMA-Aware Soft Partition: In a machine with mul-
tiple CPU sockets, a processor can access its local NVM
memory significantly (e.g, 2-3x) faster than remote NVM
memory attached to another socket. Therefore, it is desir-
able to minimize remote NVM accesses in the OLTP de-
sign. We propose NUMA-local writes for Zen+. That is,
threads in Zen+ write only to local NVM, thereby eliminat-
ing remote NVM writes. Moreover, Zen+ divides base ta-
bles into partitions, and assigns partitions to NUMA nodes.
To run a transaction, Zen+ extracts the target tuple infor-
mation of the transaction as much as possible, computes
the NUMA affinity of the transaction based on the parti-
tions of its target tuples, then executes the transaction on the
NUMA node with the highest affinity score. The partition-
to-NUMA-node mapping is soft in that Zen+ collects NUMA
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access statistics for partitions and dynamically adjust the as-
signment of partitions to NUMA nodes.

The contributions of this paper are fourfold. First, we
identify the main design principles for NVM based OLTP
engines by examining the strengths and weaknesses of three
state-of-art NVM based OLTP designs. Second, we propose
Zen, which reduces NVM overhead by three novel tech-
niques, namely the Met-Cache, log-free persistent transac-
tions, and light-weight NVM space management. Third, we
propose Zen+ by extending Zen with two novel mechanisms:
MVCC-based adaptive execution for long running transac-
tions, and NUMA-aware soft partition for NUMA perfor-
mance. Fourth, we evaluate the runtime and recovery per-
formance of our proposed solutions using YCSB and TPCC
benchmarks on a real machine equipped with Intel Optane
DC Persistent Memory. Experimental results show that com-
pared to existing designs, Zen achieves 1.0x-10.1x improve-
ments, while attaining fast recovery and supporting 10 dif-
ferent concurrency control methods. The two mechanisms
in Zen+ can robustly and effectively support long running
transactions and NUMA architectures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the background and motivates the study of NVM
based OLTP engines. Section 3 presents the design of Zen.
Section 4 proposes Zen+ to effectively handle long running
transactions and NUMA architectures. Section 5 evaluates
our solutions, Zen and Zen+. Then, Section 6 discusses rel-
evant issues, including alternative index designs, optional
DRAM-based logs, variable length tuples, and the limita-
tions of Zen/Zen+. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Motivation

We provide background on NVM and OLTP, examine exist-
ing OLTP engine designs for NVM, then discuss the design
challenges in this section.

2.1 NVM Characteristics

There are several competing NVM technologies, including
PCM [44], STT-RAM [55], Memristor [3], and 3DXPoint [1,
21]. They share similar characteristics: i) Like DRAM, NVM
is byte-addressable; ii) NVM is modestly (e.g., 2–3x) slower
than DRAM, but orders of magnitude faster than HDDs and
SSDs; iii) NVM provides non-volatile main memory that
can be much larger (e.g., up to 6TB in a dual-socket server)
than DRAM; iv) NVM writes have lower bandwidth than
NVM reads; v) To ensure that data is consistent in NVM
upon power failure, special persistence operations with cache
line flush (e.g., clwb) and memory fence (e.g., sfence) in-
structions are required to persist data from the volatile CPU

cache to NVM, incurring drastically higher (e.g., 10x) over-
head than normal writes.

From previous work on NVM based data structures and
systems [14,11,13,49,19,50,24,12,5,27,54,39,6,53,46,4,
35,34], we obtain three common design principles: i) Put
frequently accessed data structures in DRAM if they are
either transient or can be reconstructed upon recovery; ii)
Reduce NVM writes as much as possible; iii) Reduce per-
sistence operations as much as possible. We would like to
apply these design principles to the OLTP engine design.

2.2 OLTP in Main Memory Databases

Main memory OLTP systems are the starting point to de-
sign an OLTP engine for NVM. We consider concurrency
control and crash recovery mechanisms for achieving ACID
transaction support.

Recent work has investigated concurrency control meth-
ods for high-throughput main memory transactions [48,17,
38,51,57,33]. Instead of using two phase locking (2PL) [18,
7], which is the standard method in traditional disk-oriented
databases, main memory databases typically exploit opti-
mistic concurrency control (OCC) [28] and multi-version
concurrency control (MVCC) [7] for higher performance.
Silo [48] enhances OCC with epoch-based batch timestamp
generation and group commit. MOCC [51] is an OCC based
method that exploits locking mechanisms to deal with high
conflicts for hot tuples. Tictoc [57] removes the bottleneck
of centralized timestamp allocation in OCC and computes
transaction timestamps lazily at commit time. Hekaton [17]
employs latch-free data structures and MVCC for transac-
tions in memory. Hyper [38] improves MVCC for read-heavy
transactions in column stores by performing in-place up-
dates and storing before-image deltas in undo buffers. Ci-
cada [33] reduces overhead and contention of MVCC with
multiple loosely synchronized clocks for generating times-
tamps, best-effort inlining to decrease cache misses, and op-
timized multi-version validation. One common feature of
the above methods is that they extend every tuple or every
version of a tuple with metadata, such as read/write times-
tamps, pointers to different tuple versions, and lock bits for
validation and commit processing. These concurrency con-
trol methods have achieved throughput of over one million
transactions per second (TPS) without persistence.

Similar to traditional databases, main memory data-bases
(MMDB) store logs and checkpoints on durable storage (e.g.,
HDDs, SSDs) in order to achieve durability [16,30,29,10,
59,45]. The main difference resides in the fact that all the
data fits into main memory in MMDBs. Hence, only com-
mitted states and redo logs need to be written to disks. Af-
ter a crash, an MMDB recovers by loading the most recent
checkpoint from durable storage into main memory, then
reading and applying the redo log up to the crash point.
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Fig. 1: OLTP engine designs for NVM.

2.3 Existing OLTP Engine Designs for NVM

In this paper, we focus on the case where all data and struc-
tures of the OLTP engine can fit into NVM memory. We
assume that the computer system contains both NVM and
DRAM memory, which are mapped to different virtual ad-
dress ranges in the software. For example, this corresponds
to the App Direct mode in 3DXpoint based Intel Optane
DC Persistent Memory (OptanePM). A dual-socket server
can have up to 6TB of OptanePM. The ratio P of NVM to
DRAM capacity is typically 4–16 in OptanePM.

MMDB with NVM Capacity. As shown in Figure 1(a),
MMDB can leverage the NVM capacity by treating part of
NVM as slower volatile memory when the OLTP database
is larger than DRAM. Like existing MMDB designs, the
system stores tuples and indices in volatile memory, and
processes transactions completely in volatile memory using
normal load and store instructions. For durability, the sys-
tem places the write-ahead logs (WAL) and checkpoints in
NVM. It issues special instructions (e.g., clwb and sfence) to
persist log entries and checkpoints. After a crash, tuples and
indices in volatile memory are considered lost. The recovery
is based on the logs and checkpoints in NVM.

This design suffers from two drawbacks. First, a modi-
fied tuple is to be written to both the WAL and checkpoints,
incurring two additional NVM writes for the tuple. If it is
stored in the volatile part of NVM, the tuple is written three
times in NVM. Second, as the database size increases, more
and more tuples reside in NVM. Since per-tuple metadata
is often modified even for tuple reads, read transactions still
perform a large number of NVM writes.

Logging is often one main performance bottleneck in
database systems. Various designs have been proposed to
exploit NVM for higher logging performance [19,24,50,20,
26,23]. In the context of NVM based database systems, re-
cent studies aim to remove or reduce logging by perform-
ing out-of-place updates directly on the tuples [41,40,6]. We
discuss the latest of these designs, WBL, in the following.

WBL. Write-behind logging (WBL) [6] maintains indices
and a tuple cache in DRAM, as shown in Figure 1(b). Tu-
ples are fetched into the tuple cache for transaction process-
ing. WBL supports multiple versions of a logical tuple in
NVM by enhancing the tuple with per-tuple metadata, e.g.,
a transaction ID, commit timestamps, and a reference to pre-

vious version of the tuple. A committing transaction persists
a modified tuple in the tuple cache by creating a new ver-
sion of the tuple in NVM. In this way, the previous version
of the tuple is available if a crash occurs at commit time.
Unlike WAL, the WBL log does not contain modified tuple
data. A log entry is written after a set of transactions com-
mit. It contains a persisted commit timestamp (cp), and a
dirty commit timestamp (cd). Since persist operations issue
memory fence instructions (e.g., sfence), the existence of
this log entry indicates that any transactions with a commit
timestamp earlier than cp must have successfully been per-
sisted to NVM. Upon crash recovery, the system checks the
last log entry, and undoes any transactions with a timestamp
in (cp, cd). It rebuilds the indices in DRAM.

Compared to MMDB in Figure 1(a), WBL significantly
reduces the log size and does not maintain checkpoints. Thus,
it writes a modified tuple exactly once to NVM, significantly
decreasing the number of NVM writes. However, WBL main-
tains per-tuple metadata at every tuple in NVM. Therefore,
it suffers from frequent per-tuple metadata modifications.

FOEDUS. As shown in Figure 1(c), FOEDUS [27] stores
tuple data in snapshot pages in NVM, and employs a page
cache in DRAM. The page index in DRAM maintains dual
pointers for a page, i.e. a pointer to the page in the NVM
snapshots, and a pointer to the page in the page cache (if
it exists). FOEDUS runs transactions in DRAM. If the page
containing a tuple required by a transaction is not in the page
cache, the system loads the page into the page cache and
updates the page index. At commit time, the system writes
to the redo logs in NVM. A background log gleaner thread
periodically collects logs and runs a map-reduce like com-
putation to generate a new snapshot in NVM.

FOEDUS handles transactions completely in DRAM. As
a result, it avoids per-tuple metadata writes in NVM. How-
ever, there are three significant problems of this design. First,
the page granularity of caching results in NVM read ampli-
fication. A tuple read incurs the much larger overhead of a
page read. Second, the sophisticated map-reduce computa-
tion causes many NVM writes. Finally, the FOEDUS imple-
mentation uses the I/O interface to access NVM, which does
not take full advantage of the byte-addressable NVM.

3-tier Storage Manager with DRAM, NVM, and SSDs.
Renen et al. proposes a 3-tier storage manager that uses
DRAM and NVM as selective caches for data in SSDs [46].
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Pages are loaded into DRAM from SSDs for DB accesses.
When a page is evicted from DRAM, it can be placed into
NVM for future reuse. Zhou et al. proposes Spitfire that ex-
ploits machine learning techniques to automatically tune the
policies for data migration in the 3-tier storage design [60].
In comparison to the 3-tier design, we assume that the OLTP
database fits into NVM and propose an Met-Cache in DRAM
for data in NVM. To our knowledge, 6TB of NVM is large
enough for a significant number of OLTP applications. Ex-
ploiting SSDs to support even larger databases is an inter-
esting direction in future work.

2.4 Design Challenges

Given the existing designs, we examine three design chal-
lenges. (1) Tuple Metadata Modifications: In MMDB and
WBL, per-tuple metadata is stored with tuples in NVM. Un-
fortunately, concurrency control methods (e.g., OCC vari-
ants and MVCC variants) may modify the metadata even for
tuple reads. (2) NVM Write Redundancy: In MMDB and
FOEDUS, a modified tuple is written to tuple heaps, logs,
checkpoints, and/or page snapshots in NVM. The NVM write
amplification can negatively impact transaction performance.
(3) NVM Space Management: WBL performs fine-grain
space allocation for tuples. The WBL paper does not de-
scribe space management in detail. A naı̈ve approach is to
persist space allocation metadata to NVM (e.g., with log-
ging) for every allocation and free calls. This may incur sig-
nificant NVM persist overhead.

Figure 1(d) compares our proposed design, Zen, with
the three existing designs side by side. First, Zen maintains
the metadata enhanced tuple cache (Met-Cache) in DRAM.
Unlike the page cache in FOEDUS, the granularity of Met-
Cache is tuple. This avoids FOEDUS’s NVM read amplifi-
cation problem. Unlike WBL, Zen modifies per-tuple meta-
data only in the Met-Cache for concurrency control meth-
ods. Second, Zen completely removes logging. There is no
NVM write amplification for tuple writes. Finally, Zen pro-
poses a light-weight NVM space allocation design, avoiding
NVM persist operations for tuple allocations and frees.

3 Zen Design

We propose Zen, a high-throughput log-free OLTP engine
for NVM. Zen exploits the large capacity of NVM to support
OLTP databases much larger than DRAM, while addressing
the three design challenges.

3.1 Design Overview

Figure 2 overviews the architecture of Zen. There is a hy-
brid table (HTable) for every base table. It consists of a tu-

ple heap in NVM, an Met-Cache in DRAM, and per-thread
NVM-tuple managers. Moreover, Zen stores table schemas
and coarse-grain allocation structures in the NVM metadata.
Furthermore, Zen keeps indices and transaction-private data
in DRAM.
NVM-Tuple Heap. An NVM-tuple is a persistent tuple in
NVM. Zen stores all tuples in a base table as NVM-tuples
in the NVM-tuple heap. The heap consists of fixed-sized
(e.g., 2MB) pages. Each page contains a fixed number of
NVM-Tuple slots1. An NVM-tuple consists of a 16B header
and the tuple data. The NVM-tuple heap may contain sev-
eral versions of a logical tuple. The tuple ID and the trans-
action commit timestamp (Tx-CTS) uniquely identify a tu-
ple version. The deleted bit shows if the logical tuple has
been deleted. The last persisted (LP) bit shows if the tuple
is the last tuple persisted in a committed transaction. The
LP bit plays an important role in log-free transactions (cf.
Section 3.3). Note that the header contains no field specific
to particular concurrency control methods. The NVM-tuple
slots are aligned to 16B boundaries so that an NVM-tuple
header always resides in a single 64B cache line. In this way,
we can use one clwb instruction followed by a sfence to per-
sist the NVM-tuple header.
Met-Cache. The Met-Cache manages a tuple-grain cache
in DRAM for the corresponding NVM-tuple heap. An Met-
Cache entry contains the tuple data and seven metadata fields:
a pointer to the NVM-tuple if it exists, the tuple ID, a dirty
bit, an active bit to indicate that the entry may be used by an
active transaction, a clock bit to support the cache replace-
ment algorithm, a copy bit to indicate if the entry has been
copied, and a CC-Meta field that contains additional per-
tuple metadata specific to the concurrency control method
in use. Zen supports a wide range of concurrency control
methods (cf. Section 3.3.2). Using the Met-Cache, Zen per-
forms concurrency control entirely in DRAM.
Indices in DRAM. We maintain indices for each H-Table in
DRAM. We rebuild the indices upon crash recovery. A pri-
mary index is required and secondary indices are optional.
For the primary index, the index key is the primary key of
a tuple. The value points to the latest version of the tuple
in either (i) the Met-Cache or (ii) the NVM-tuple heap. We
use an unused bit of the value to distinguish the two cases2.
For secondary indices, the index value is the primary key of
a tuple. Zen requires that the index structures support con-
current accesses, and transactions can see only committed
index entries (previously modified by other transactions).
Transaction-Private Data. Zen runs multiple threads to han-
dle transactions concurrently. Each thread reserves a thread-

1 For simplicity, Zen assumes that the tuple size is fixed. For ex-
ample, varchar(n) can be regarded as char(n). We discuss how to
support variable sized tuples in Section 6.

2 Only 48 bits in a 64-bit address are used in current systems. The
highest bit is always 0 in user-mode programs.
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Fig. 2: Zen architecture.

local space for transaction-private data in DRAM. It records
the transaction’s read, write, and insert activities. OCC and
MVCC variants maintain read, write, and insert sets, while
2PL variants store the changes in the form of log entries.

NVM Space Management. Zen uses a two-level scheme
to manage NVM space. First, the NVM page manager per-
forms page-level space management. It allocates and man-
ages 2MB sized NVM pages. The map address and the HTable
pages in NVM metadata maintain the mapping from NVM
pages to HTables. Second, NVM-tuple managers perform
tuple-level space management. Each thread owns a thread-
local NVM-tuple manager for each HTable that the thread
accesses. Each NVM-tuple manager consists of an NVM-
tuple allocator and an NVM-tuple collector. The allocator
maintains a disjoint subset of free NVM-tuple slots in the
HTable. There are two kinds of free slots: empty slots in
newly allocated pages or garbage collected slots. NVM is
initialized with all 0s and Tx-CTS=0 indicates empty slots.
The collector garbage collects stale NVM-tuples and puts
them into the free list. All collectors of the same HTable
work cooperatively to recycle NVM-Tuples.

3.2 Metadata Enhanced Tuple Cache

For a HTable, we divide its Met-Cache into multiple equal-
sized regions, each for a transaction processing thread. The
NVM-tuple heap is also divided into per-thread regions. A
thread is responsible for managing its Met-Cache region and
its NVM-tuple heap region. It can read tuples in all regions,
but can only write to its own region. For a cache hit, the
thread can read the Met-Cache entry in any region. If the
thread wants to modify a tuple in another Met-Cache region,
it has to copy the entry into its own Met-Cache entry before
modifying it. It sets the copy bit of the original Met-Cache

entry. For a cache miss, the thread can bring an NVM-tuple
into its own Met-Cache region. If there is no empty entry
in the Met-Cache region, the thread has to pick and evict
a victim tuple from its region to make space for caching
the missed NVM-tuple. This design eliminates thread con-
tention for managing Met-Cache entries, and supports the
binding of DRAM and NVM address ranges to specific pro-
cessor cores.

We employ the CLOCK algorithm for Met-Cache re-
placement. The algorithm picks as the victim the first en-
countered entry whose Active and Clock bits are both 0. If
Active is set, the entry is being accessed by an active transac-
tion. The algorithm skips such an entry so that it will not re-
place Met-Cache entries used by other running transactions.
If Clock is set, the entry has been used recently. We would
like to keep such entries in the cache. Active and clock bits
are modified using atomic compare-and-swap instructions.

We decide the Met-Cache size (Ci) for HTablei given the
available DRAM capacity (M), HTablei’s size (Si), and the
average number ( fi) of tuples accessed in H-Tablei per trans-
action. Assuming accesses are uniformly distributed across
a HTable, we can estimate the average number of Met-Cache
hits per transaction as:

Met-Cache Hits = ∑
i

fiCi
Si

.

We would like to maximize the Met-Cache hits, while
satisfying the DRAM capacity constraint: ∑i Ci ≤M. More-
over, we would like to ensure that every HTable gets at least
a minimum amount of cache space to support concurrency
control in DRAM. That is, Ci ≥ Cmin. If we denote C′i =
Ci −Cmin. The resulting problem is a knap-sack problem.
We can employ the classical greedy algorithm by assigning
cache space to the HTables according to the order of de-
scending fi

Si
.
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Zen keeps no per-tuple metadata related to the concur-
rency control method for tuples stored in NVM. When an
NVM-tuple is fetched from the NVM to Met-Cache, it is en-
hanced with the CC-Meta in the Met-Cache entry. CC-Meta
contains per-tuple metadata specific to the concurrency con-
trol method in use. After that, Zen can run the concurrency
control method entirely in DRAM because all the tuples ac-
cessed by active transactions are in Met-Caches. This design
has the following benefits. (i) It shifts fine-grain per-tuple
concurrency control metadata reads and writes from NVM
to DRAM. Hence, Zen enjoys fast per-tuple metadata ac-
cesses. (ii) Tuple reads will never lead to NVM writes at the
NVM-tuples. (iii) Aborted transactions do not incur NVM-
tuple write overhead. (iv) In-memory concurrency control
decreases the time that a transaction spends in the critical
code zone, whether acquiring critical resources or perform-
ing consistency validation. Consequently, the overall trans-
action abort rate may be reduced.

3.3 Log-Free Persistent Transactions

3.3.1 Normal Processing

Transaction processing in Zen consists of three components:
(i) Perform: Zen performs transaction processing in DRAM;
(ii) Persist: Zen persists newly written tuples to NVM; (iii)
Maintenance: Zen garbage collects stale tuples.

Figure 3 depicts the lifetime of a transaction. Suppose
the table keeps account balances for customers. Initially, X
has $500, Y has $100, and Z has $100. The transaction trans-
fers $100 from X to Y and $100 from X to Z. The upper part
of Figure 3 shows the system state before the transaction.
The NVM-tuple heap contains five tuples, among which R:d
has been deleted and garbage collected. Q:300 is cached in
Met-Cache. The index keeps track of the locations of the
valid tuples. The allocator records the three empty NVM-
tuple slots.
Perform. A transaction obtains a timestamp when it starts.
For each tuple that it requests, the transaction looks up its lo-
cation in the primary index. If the tuple is in NVM, the trans-
action finds a (victim) entry in Met-Cache with the cache re-
placement algorithm, builds the Met-Cache entry by reading
the requested NVM-tuple and enhancing it with per-tuple
CC-Meta specific to the concurrency control method in use,
and updates the index with the Met-Cache entry location.
Note that Zen does not need to write the victim entry to
NVM for the following reasons. First, if the entry is only
read by previous transactions, then it is not changed and can
be discarded. Second, if the entry is generated/modified by a
previously committed transaction, then it must have already
been persisted to NVM at commit time. Third, if the entry is
modified by an aborted transaction, it is invalid and should
be discarded.

NVM-Tuple Manager

f g h R:d
Allocator Garbage Collector

NVM-Tuple Manager

R:d X:a Y:b Z:c
Allocator Garbage Collector

Transaction Met-CacheIndex
…
…

Q:300
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α
β
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Fig. 3: Illustration of perform, persist, and maintenance us-
ing a transaction (X-=200; Y+=100; Z+=100).

Zen runs concurrency control entirely in DRAM with
the help of Met-Cache. If there is no conflict and the trans-
action can commit, Zen moves the transaction into Persist
processing. If the transaction has to abort, Zen checks if any
Met-Cache entry accessed by the transaction is dirty. For
a dirty entry, Zen restores the entry from the NVM-Tuple
pointed by the NVM-Tuple pointer so that the retry of the
transaction will find the entry in Met-Cache.

The lower part in Figure 3 shows the system state af-
ter the transaction. In Perform processing, Zen brings the
three tuples requested by the transaction, i.e. X, Y, Z, into
Met-Cache. The index is updated accordingly. The trans-
action modifies X to 300, Y to 200, and Z to 200 in Met-
Cache. The transaction-private data keeps track of the read
and write sets.

Persist. Zen persists the generated and modified tuples of a
transaction to NVM with no logs. The challenge is to per-
sist multiple tuples without writing redo log records and the
commit log record. The basic ideas of our solution are as
follows. First, we persist a tuple to a free NVM-tuple slot.
In this way, the previous version of the tuple is intact during
persist processing. Zen can fall back to the previous version
in case of a crash. This idea has already been proven suc-
cessful in WBL. Second, we mark the LP bit of the last tu-
ple to persist in the transaction using an NVM atomic write.
We ensure that all the tuples are persisted before persist-
ing the LP bit. In this way, the LP bit plays the same role
as a commit log record. During recovery, if the LP bit ex-
ists, then the transaction has committed. All the tuples gen-
erated/modified by the transaction must have been success-
fully persisted to NVM. Otherwise, the crash occurs in the
middle of persisting the transaction. Therefore, Zen discards
any NVM-tuples written by the transaction.

Algorithm 1 shows the persist processing for changed
tuples. It persists all the tuples except the line that contains
the header of the last tuple (Line 2-8). The cacheline size is
64B. The algorithm persists 64B lines occupied by a tuple
using for-loops (Line 4-5 and 7-8). Note that as long as the
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Algorithm 1: Persist processing.
1 Function persistTuples(changed-tuples)
2 for (i=0; i<changed-tuples.size-1; i++) do
3 tuple= changed-tuples[i];
4 for (p=tuple.start; p<tuple.end; p+=64) do
5 clwb(p); /* flush the tuple */

6 last-tuple= changed-tuples[changed-tuples.size-1];
7 for (p=last-tuple.start+64; p<last-tuple.end; p+=64) do
8 clwb(p); /* except the first line */

9 sfence();
10 last-tuple.LP= 1;
11 clwb(last-tuple.start); /* flush the header */

tuples are flushed to NVM, the order of the flushes is not
significant. Therefore, we need to issue only a single sfence

(Line 9) to ensure that all previous clwbs complete. In the
end, the algorithm sets the LP of the last tuple (Line 10),
and flushes the line that contains the header of the last tu-
ple (Line 11). Note that the header must reside in a single
64B line because NVM-tuple slots are 16B aligned and the
header is 16B large.

Interestingly, the algorithm is optimized to not issue sfence

after the last clwb. This is correct because recovery process-
ing can correctly handle either case where LP is set or not,
as discussed in the above. Moreover, any sfence later is-
sued by any thread will ensure the last clwb in the algorithm
completes. For example, a communication thread can issue
a sfence before communicating a set of transaction results
to database clients.

As shown in the lower-right part of Figure 3, Zen per-
sists the newly modified tuples X’, Y’, and Z’ using the three
empty NVM-tuple slots f, g, and h. Z’ is the last tuple to per-
sist. Therefore, Zen sets and flushes the LP bit in the header
of Z’ after persisting X’, Y’, and all but the first line of Z’.

Maintenance. To reduce contention, each thread has its pri-
vate allocator and garbage queue for NVM-Tuple allocation.
A thread garbage collects an NVM-tuple version when it
finds that a more recent version exists. The garbage collec-
tion decision is made in two situations. First, when it com-
mits a transaction that overwrites a tuple, the thread garbage
collects the old NVM-tuple version unless the Met-Cache
entry is copied from another region. Second, before it evicts
an entry E from its Met-Cache region, the thread garbage
collects the NVM-tuple pointed by E if E’s copy bit is set.
Note that E must have been copied to another region by a
committed transaction T , and T must have written a new
version of the tuple3. In this way, a thread garbage collects
NVM-tuples only in its own region, and an old tuple version
is eventually garbage collected.

3 T must have committed. If T were running, then E’s active bit
should be 1 and it could not be chosen as the victim. If T had aborted,
then T would have cleared E’s copy bit.

Entries in the garbage queue cannot be directly freed be-
cause the related NVM-tuple versions may still be used by
other transactions (e.g., in MVCC). An entry contains the
NVM-tuple pointer and its Tx-CTS. Zen computes a global
minimum Tx-CTS periodically by taking the min of the last
committed transaction’s Tx-CTS in every thread. Hence, no
running transactions access entries with Tx-CTS < the min-
imum Tx-CTS. Such entries can be safely moved from the
garbage queue to the allocator free list.

For normal OLTP workloads, the garbage queues are of-
ten quite short. This is because every transaction thread tries
to garbage collect and recycle stale NVM-tuple versions af-
ter it completes each transaction. Stale NVM-tuple versions
are often reclaimed in a short period of time, and consume
only a small amount of NVM space. On the other hand, if
there is a long running transaction, it may prevent the min-
imum Tx-CTS from being updated, and the garbage queues
can grow drastically. We discuss how to robustly support
long running transactions in Section 4.1.

As shown in the lower-left part of Figure 3, Zen puts the
old versions of X, Y, and Z into the garbage queue. More-
over, Zen moves the R:d entry from the garbage queue to
the allocator free list when it finds that the entry’s Tx-CTS
< the minimum Tx-CTS.

3.3.2 Flexible Support for Wide Varieties of Concurrency
Control Methods

Our transaction processing design provides a framework to
flexibly support wide varieties of concurrency control meth-
ods. We show the applicability of Zen to 10 concurrency
control methods in our experiments in Section 5.4, including
three 2PL variants (2PL with deadlock detection, wait and
die, and no waiting [56]), three OCC variants (OCC [28],
Silo [48], and Tictoc [57]), three MVCC variants (MVCC [7],
Hekaton [17], and Cicada [33]), and a partition-based method
(H-Store [47]). To support a concurrency control method,
we adapt the CC-Meta field of Met-Cache entries to hold
per-tuple metadata required by the method. For 2PL vari-
ants, CC-Meta stores the locking bits. For OCC variants,
CC-Meta can include write timestamp, read timestamp, write
lock bit, and/or latest version bit. For MVCC variants, CC-
Meta often contains multiple timestamps and version link
pointers. Importantly, the concurrency control method can
process the metadata enhanced tuples in Met-Cache and en-
tirely in DRAM.

We consider the support of versions. Concurrency con-
trol methods can be divided into two classes: single-version
methods and multi-version methods. Note that it is Met-
Cache that supports the versions required by concurrency
control methods. NVM-tuple heap supports multiple ver-
sions for the purpose of removing redo log. As described
in Section 3.3, committed versions of NVM-tuple are al-
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ways persisted to NVM. This is regardless of the number
of versions in Met-Cache. For single-version methods, Met-
Cache holds a single version for a tuple. While there can
be multiple committed NVM-tuple versions in NVM-tuple
heap, only the latest version can be cached in Met-Cache.
For multi-version methods, Met-Cache holds all the versions
that are actively accessed by running transactions. A transac-
tion will create a new version in Met-Cache for an overwrite.
The cache replacement algorithm will not replace these Met-
Cache entries because their active bits are set. Zen clears the
active bit of an Met-Cache entry during garbage collection
when the entry’s Tx-CTS < the global minimum Tx-CTS.
This guarantees that all the tuple versions that are used by
any running transactions are kept in Met-Cache. The multi-
version methods typically maintain a linked list for the ac-
tive versions of the same logical tuple in Met-Cache. The
primary index points to the most recent version. Old active
versions can be found in the version linked list.

3.3.3 Crash Recovery without Logs

After a crash, the data structures in DRAM are lost, includ-
ing indices, NVM-tuple managers, Met-Caches, and transac-
tion-private data. We need to reconstruct the indices and
the tuple-level NVM space management structures in NVM-
tuple managers. Met-Caches and transaction-private data do
not need to be recovered. NVM persisted data consists of the
NVM metadata (i.e. table schemas and metadata for page-
level NVM space management) and committed tuple ver-
sions in NVM-tuple heaps.

Figure 4 depicts an example NVM-tuple heap after a
system failure. We see that the heap contains tuples written
by four transactions, i.e. 1000, 1003, 1015, and 1016. The
LP bits of (tupleID, Tx-CTS)=(101,1000) and (102,1003)
are set. Thus, transaction 1000 and 1003 have committed.
However, the other two transactions have not completed be-
cause the LP bits of their tuples are all 0.

During recovery, Zen runs multiple threads. Each thread
scans an NVM-tuple heap region. A naı̈ve algorithm scans
the region twice. The first scan computes the maximum com-
mitted transaction timestamp by examining the LP bits. Then
the second scan identifies all the committed tuples by com-
paring their timestamps with the maximum timestamp. We
propose an improved algorithm in Algorithm 2 to avoid scan-
ning the data twice. The basic idea is to use the maximum
timestamp seen so far to identify as many committed tuples
as possible. Only uncertain cases need to be revisited again.
We find that the average number of revisits is O(log(n)),
where n is the number of NVM-tuple slots in the region.

Algorithm Description. Algorithm 2 uses ts-commit to com-
pute the maximum committed timestamp seen so far. Zen
updates ts-commit whenever it encounters a tuple with LP
set (Line 6-7). If a tuple’s timestamp ≤ ts-commit, Zen con-

LP Tx-CTS Deleted Tuple ID Data

1 1000 0 101 X

0 1000 0 102 Y

0 1015 0 103 Z

0 1000 1 104 V

LP Tx-CTS Deleted Tuple ID Data

0 1016 0 101 X’’

0 1016 0 102 Bad Y’’

0 1003 0 101 X’

1 1003 0 102 Y’

Fig. 4: An NVM-tuple heap region after failure.

siders the associated transaction has committed. Zen updates
the index with the tuple (Line 11). If the index contains a
version of the tuple, Zen compares the current tuple with the
version in the index. Zen keeps the new version in the index,
and puts the old version (if exists) into the free list (Line 24-
31). When a tuple’s timestamp > ts-commit, Zen cannot tell
the state of the associated transaction at this moment. It puts
the tuple into a pending list (Line 13).

After the per-thread region is scanned, ts-commit is the
maximum committed timestamp in this region. Since a thread
can write only to its own region, all the tuple writes of a
transaction go to the same region. This means the scan has
seen all the tuples written by the transactions in this re-
gion. Therefore, a transaction with Tx-CTX > ts-commit
must have not committed successfully. The crash must oc-
cur when the transaction was being persisted. Then, Zen re-
visits the tuples in the pending list. If a tuple’s timestamp
≤ ts-commit, then Zen updates the index with the tuple and
possibly garbage collects an old version of the tuple in the
index (Line 16). If a tuple’s timestamp > ts-commit, Zen
discards the tuple by marking the tuple slot empty (with Tx-
CTS=0) and puts it into the garbage queue (Line 19-20).

Correctness. Algorithm 2 correctly identifies all commit-
ted tuples in the region. First, if Tx-CTS ≤ ts-commit, then
transaction Tx-CTS has committed. This is because the tu-
ples in the region are written by a single thread, and the
transaction timestamp of the same thread monotonically in-
creases (though timestamps across different threads may not
have a total order in certain concurrency control schemes).
Second, the algorithm performs the checking in the main
scan loop, then it checks the uncertain pending cases again.
As a result, all the committed tuples are identified.

Moreover, the algorithm correctly reconstructs the in-
dex. It calls updateIndexGC for committed tuples that are not
deleted, which puts the latest version of the tuple in the in-
dex. The algorithm also collects all the unused NVM-tuple
slots (i.e. old tuple versions, deleted tuples, and empty tuple
slots) into the free list.

Furthermore, Algorithm 2 is idempotent. It does not mod-
ify committed tuples. It marks uncommitted tuples as empty
slots. As a result, when there is a crash during recovery, we
can re-run the algorithm to compute the same ts-commit,
and rebuild the index and the free list in the same way.

Finally, we consider the case where a crash occurs, the
system recovers and processes transactions for a while, then
a second crash occurs. The normal transaction processing
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Algorithm 2: Scan NVM-tuple heap region.
1 global global-ts-commit[thread-num] = {0};
2 global global-pending-list[thread-num][dynamic];
3 Function scanRegion(region, thread-id)
4 ts-commit= 0; pending-list= {};
5 foreach (ntup ∈ region) do
6 if (ntup.LP) then
7 ts-commit= max (ts-commit, ntup.Tx-CTS);

8 if (ntup.Deleted or ntup.Tx-CTS==0) then
9 putIntoFreeList(ntup); continue;

10 if (ntup.Tx-CTS ≤ ts-commit) then
11 updateIndexGC(ntup); /* committed */
12 else
13 pending-list.push(ntup); /* uncertain */

14 foreach (ntup ∈ pending-list) do
15 if (ntup.Tx-CTS ≤ ts-commit) then
16 updateIndexGC(ntup); /* committed */
17 else
18 /* Crash occurs at commit time */
19 putIntoFreeList(ntup);
20 ntup.Tx-CTS=0; clwb(ntup);

21 sfence();

22 Function updateIndexGC(ntup)
23 ptup= searchIndex(ntup);
24 if (ptup == NULL) then
25 insertIndex(ntup); /* no existing version */
26 return;

27 if (ntup.Tx-CTS < ptup.Tx-CTS) then
28 putIntoFreeList(ntup); /* ntup is old */
29 return;

30 updateIndex(ntup);
31 putIntoFreeList(ptup); /* ptup is old */

and the recovery after the second crash will not see any un-
committed tuples resulted from the first crash because they
have been marked as empty slots.

Efficiency. A tuple in the pending list is examined twice
in Algorithm 2. Therefore, the size of the pending list de-
cides the benefit of the proposed algorithm compared to the
naı̈ve algorithm. We can prove the following theorem, which
shows that the pending list is quite small.

Theorem 1 The size L of the pending list is O(ln(n)) on
average, where n is the number of NVM-tuple slots in the
region.

3.3.4 Optimization for accessing multiple tables

For multiple tables, Zen still sets and persists the LP flag
only for the last committed tuple regardless of the associated
tables in a transaction, rather than setting the LP flag for one
tuple per table. However, randomly distributed LP flags at
tables incur overhead for crash recovery because our recov-
ery algorithm needs to scan more tuples to find LP flags and
faces more uncertain tuple versions.

To optimize recovery performance, Zen chooses the ta-
ble to persist LP in a pre-defined order. During recovery, Zen
scans all tuples of tables following the same order. In this
way, Zen identifies all the LP flags faster and earlier in fewer
tables. This order could be set globally by the database ad-
ministrator for each database instance. It is advisable to set
the table that serves as application logging or is frequently
modified as the first table. For example, in the TPCC bench-
mark, we put the history table and the order table as the first
two tables in the pre-defined order to persist LP. Besides,
Zen provides a default persist order, e.g., the lexicographi-
cal order of table name.

When adapting this optimization, Zen needs to sort the
write set of each transaction at its commit stage. It incurs
little overhead because most short OLTP transactions write
a small number of tuples. Typically, their write set is small
enough to fit in CPU cache.

3.4 Lightweight NVM Space Management

Our two-level NVM space management design incurs little
NVM persist overhead. First, only the page-level manager
persists metadata. Since our page granularity for NVM is
2MB, the persist operations for recording the page alloca-
tion and page-to-HTable mapping in NVM are infrequent.
Second, the tuple-level manager performs garbage collec-
tion and NVM-tuple allocation entirely in DRAM without
accessing NVM during normal processing. This is feasible
because the writing of a committed tuple serves the purpose
of marking the NVM-tuple slot as occupied. We do not need
to record separate per-tuple metadata in NVM for tuple al-
locations. During crash recovery, Zen scans the NVM-tuple
heap and is able to determine the state of each NVM-tuple
slot by examining its header, as described in Section 3.3.3.
Consequently, Zen completely removes the cost of NVM
write and persist operations for tuple-level NVM allocation.

We design the NVM-tuple manager to be decentralized
to decrease thread contention. Each thread manages its own
NVM-tuple heap region. It allocates NVM-tuple slots from
its region. It collects garbage and frees NVM-tuple slots in
its region. When the free list is empty, and there is a tuple
allocation request, the NVM-tuple manager asks the NVM
page manager to allocate a new 2MB NVM page. It divides
the newly allocated page into empty slots and put them into
the free list. As describe previously, empty slots’ Tx-CTS
are 0 since NVM space is initialized with 0 at setup time.

Two implementation details help reduce the impact of
garbage collection on individual transaction latencies. (i) The
per-thread garbage queue and free list are implemented in
DRAM without any NVM overhead. Garbage collection does
not have thread contention. (ii) We limit the number of items
to scan in the garbage queue per transaction unless NVM
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space is used up. This bounds the impact of garbage queue
scan on the latency of a single transaction.

Moreover, Zen persists a tuple to a location different
from its previous version in NVM. This helps wear-leveling
for hot tuples because Zen decreases hot spot writes in NVM.

4 Zen+: Improving Robustness of Zen

In this section, we study how to robustly and effectively
support long running transactions and NUMA architectures.
We propose Zen+ that extends Zen with two novel tech-
niques: MVCC-based adaptive execution and NUMA-aware
soft partition. In the following, Section 4.1 describes the
support for long running transactions, while Section 4.2 fo-
cuses on NUMA-aware solutions.

4.1 Support for Long Running Transactions

A typical OLTP transaction performs a small number of reads
and writes. In contrast, a long running transaction may read
or write a large number of tuples. This may severely im-
pact the performance of an OLTP system for the follow-
ing two reasons. First, a long running transaction may oc-
cupy resource (such as locks, memory, and CPU cores) for a
long period of time, stalling or slowing down other concur-
rent transactions. Second, the amount of work required for
a long running transaction could be several orders of mag-
nitude higher than that for a typical OLTP transaction. The
two factors combined can significantly reduce the transac-
tion throughput of the system. This is especially painful for
a main memory based OLTP engine, which is capable of
supporting millions of transactions per second. As a result,
many existing main memory based OLTP solutions tend to
trade long running transactions for better throughput [25].
While challenging, it is important for production systems
to robustly support long running transactions. Therefore, we
consider how to robustly and effectively handle long running
transactions in Zen+.

4.1.1 Challenges

Long running transactions pose two main types of challenges
to (NVM) main memory optimized OLTP engines. In the
following, we discuss the challenges with an emphasis on
Zen’s structures as described in Section 3.

Concurrency Control Challenge. A long running transac-
tion may conflict with concurrent short transactions. That
is, the read set and write set of a long running transaction
may overlap with those of concurrent short transactions. Let
us consider the behavior of long running transactions under
different concurrency control methods. First, when a lock-
ing based concurrency control method is in use, the long

running transaction has to obtain a large number of locks
(even for reads), incurring significant locking overhead. It
can be easily stalled by other concurrent short transactions
holding relevant locks. Then the long running transaction
can block newly issued short transactions because of the
locks that it holds. Such poor behavior can cause severe
system performance degradation. Second, when an OCC-
style or MVCC-style concurrency control method is in use,
a long running transaction may be frequently rolled back
because short transactions encounter few conflicts and are
more likely to succeed. This can lead to a considerable amount
of wasted computation.

Resource Usage Challenge. A long running transaction con-
sumes and occupies a large amount of resource in an OLTP
system. This may exceed the capacity of certain internal data
structures and lead to abnormal behaviors even if there is
no conflict across transactions. In Zen, the Met-Cache data
structure in DRAM holds the subset of tuples being actively
used in transactions. It is possible that the number of tuples
accessed by a long running transaction may exceed the ca-
pacity of the Met-Cache. This problem can block the execu-
tion of not only the long running transaction itself, but also
other concurrent short transactions. Moreover, the garbage
collector plays a key role in NVM space management. It re-
claims an NVM-tuple entry only if its Tx-CTS is less than
the global minimum Tx-CTS, which guarantees the entry is
not used by any active transactions. Note that the global min-
imum Tx-CTS is periodically computed by taking the min-
imum of last committed Tx-CTS for all threads. However,
the last committed Tx-CTS of the thread running the long
transaction can be much smaller than that of other threads
running short transactions. Consequently, the long running
transaction can prevent the update of the global minimum
Tx-CTS, and hence stop the garbage collector from reclaim-
ing old NVM-tuple versions in the whole system.

Böttcher et al. propose to eagerly prune obsolete tuple
versions in garbage collection in MVCC-based in-memory
databases [9]. In this way, resource usage for both short and
long transactions can be reduced. Please note that the eager
pruning technique is orthogonal to our proposed solution in
Section 4.1.2. While eager pruning mitigates the resource
usage problem, our proposed solution detects the cases that
the resources are about to be used up, and provides a safety
net to robustly support such cases. Combining eager prun-
ing and our solution is an interesting research direction to
investigate in the future.

4.1.2 Our Solution: MVCC-Based Adaptive Execution

Given the above challenges, our design goal is threefold: (i)
efficiently execute long running transactions as much as pos-
sible when there is no inherent conflict; (ii) robustly support
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long running transactions even if there are conflicts; and (iii)
effectively address the resource usage challenge.

For (i), we consider two types of long running transac-
tions: read-only long running transactions, and read-write
long running transactions. The former is quite common. Ex-
amples include real-time analytics and ad-hoc queries. In
contrast, it is less common for a transaction to modify a
large number of tuples. Therefore, we would like to effi-
ciently support read-only long running transactions, while
robustly run read-write long running transactions.

For this purpose, we choose an MVCC-style concur-
rency control method4. For a read-only transaction, Zen+
sets its commit timestamp to the current global minimum
Tx-CTS-1. In this way, read-only transactions see a con-
sistent snapshot of the database before the start of all the
other concurrently running read-write transactions. More-
over, when a read-only transaction incurs a Met-Cache miss,
the transaction directly reads the target NVM-tuple without
fetching the tuple into the Met-Cache, thereby reducing its
resource usage. This is correct because all tuple versions
with time stamps ≥ the global minimum Tx-CTS are still
cached in the Met-Cache. However, a read-only transaction
may still not proceed to completion in some cases because
the transaction stalls the garbage collection of other con-
current transactions and the other transactions may use up
NVM. Hence, Zen+ is obliged to handle the resource usage
challenge for even read-only transactions.

For (ii) and (iii), we propose an adaptive execution strat-
egy with pre-defined resource usage and roll back thresh-
olds. Our adaptive execution strategy includes two stages:
the detecting stage and the exclusive stage. In the detecting
stage, Zen+ performs normal processing for transactions,
while monitoring the resource usage and counting the num-
ber of retries of transactions. If the resource usage or the
amount of wasted work due to retries goes beyond the pre-
defined thresholds, Zen+ marks a long running transaction
as a privileged transaction and switches into the exclusive
stage. In the exclusive stage, Zen+ stops all other transac-
tions and exclusively runs the transaction to completion.

Figure 5 depicts the two stages. In the detecting stage, a
thread executes a long running transaction, starting at times-
tamp 100. The length of the garbage queue of the thread
is 10. Meantime, two other threads execute a number of
normal transactions. As the long running transaction blocks
the update of the global minimum timestamp, the garbage
queues of the threads running normal transactions increase
considerably. Then, certain pre-defined threshold(s) are met
and the long running transaction is detected as the privi-
leged transaction. Zen+ switches to the exclusive stage and

4 Please note that the choice of MVCC-style concurrency control
method is only required by Zen+’s support for long running transac-
tions. Other techniques in this paper can flexibly support a wide range
of concurrency control methods.
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Fig. 6: Three conditions that trigger the exclusive stage.

runs the privileged transaction to completion before resum-
ing normal execution in the detecting stage.

Detecting Long Running Transactions. As illustrated in
Figure 6, a transaction is detected as a privileged long run-
ning transaction if at least one of the following three condi-
tions is satisfied:

Condition 1: The transaction is a read-write transaction
and the number of accessed tuples of the transaction is
beyond a pre-defined threshold α . This condition con-
strains the consumption of the Met-Cache by the trans-
action.

Condition 2: The size of the available NVM memory in
the NVM page allocator is below a pre-defined threshold
β . This condition indicates that Zen+ is about to use up
the available NVM space.

Condition 3: The amount of wasted work is beyond a pre-
defined threshold γ . This condition guarantees that any
long running transaction can commit successfully after a
limited number of tries.

For Condition 1 and 3, the relevant transaction is marked as
the privileged transaction. For Condition 2, the transaction
with the largest number of accessed tuples is marked as the
privileged transaction.

Choice of α . α is specified as a pre-defined percentage of
a Met-Cache region, as shown in Figure 6. This threshold
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limits the maximal Met-Cache space that a read-write trans-
action can consume in normal execution during the detecting
stage. A naı̈ve way is to set α to be 100% in hope that a long
running transaction spends as much time as possible in nor-
mal execution, and reduces the chance to switch to the ex-
pensive exclusive execution state. However, the Met-Cache
region can hold tuple versions that are copied to other re-
gions and actively used by other concurrently running trans-
actions. As a result, the Met-Cache region could be filled
before the 100% threshold is reached. Hence, we need to
choose a lower threshold. If we have knowledge of the OLTP
workload, we can estimate the average number of tuples ac-
cessed by a normal (short) transaction. Then we can com-
pute the amount of Met-Cache region space that should be
reserved for concurrently running transactions. Note that a
Met-Cache region can be of several GBs in a typical server
machine. This capacity is often large enough to cache mil-
lions of tuples. Therefore, the reserved space will be a small
percentage of the Met-Cache region. In practice, we find that
reserving 5% of the space is often good enough. We set α to
95% in our experiments.

Choice of β . β is specified as a pre-defined percentage of
the available page-grained NVM space, as shown in Fig-
ure 6. As a long running transaction prevents the update
of the global minimum timestamp, NVM-tuple versions can
no longer be reclaimed. Consequently, the NVM-tuple space
managers cannot reuse reclaimed NVM slots for newly writ-
ten tuple versions. They have to request the NVM page man-
ager to allocate new NVM pages. Therefore, the extensive
consumption of NVM pages is an indication of long running
transactions. On the one hand, we must ensure that the NVM
space is not used up. Otherwise, allocation requests would
fail and no transactions that write new tuple versions could
commit. The whole system would come to a stop, without
making forward progress. On the other hand, we do not want
to have a threshold that is too loose. Otherwise, the expen-
sive exclusive stage may be falsely triggered. We find that
β=5% is a good setting, which we use in our experiments.

Choice of γ . γ is specified as a pre-defined tuple count to
limit the wasted work due to retries, as shown in Figure 6. If
a transaction aborts and retries, Zen+ counts the total num-
ber of tuples accessed by the transaction in all its retries.
This count is maintained as transaction-private data. It mea-
sures the total amount of wasted work because of the re-
tries of the transaction. If the characteristics of the OLTP
workload are known, we can estimate the maximum num-
ber of normal rollbacks and retries of a transaction because
of conflicts with concurrent transactions. Then, the multipli-
cation of this number of retries and the average number of
tuples accessed by a transaction gives a lower bound of γ .
On the other hand, we can empirically set a threshold for the
wasted work in terms of wall-clock time. Given the latencies
and bandwidths of NVM reads and NVM writes, it is easy

to compute the number of NVM tuples that can be visited
within the specified time. This will give an upper bound of
γ . We set γ to 16 million in our experiments. This translates
to about 10s of wasted work due to retries.
Exclusive Stage. In the exclusive stage, Zen+ runs the privi-
leged transaction exclusively to completion. The transaction
enjoys all the system resources.

The middle part of Figure 5 depicts the long running
transaction in the exclusive stage. Zen+ uses a global ex-
clusive flag (G-EX) to protect the entrance and exit of the
exclusive stage. 1©When a triggering condition is met and a
long running transaction is detected, Zen+ locks G-EX us-
ing a compare and swap. 2©The privileged transaction waits
for other concurrent transactions to end. Each transaction
checks G-EX periodically. If it sees that G-EX is locked, a
transaction aborts unless it is already in the process of com-
mitting its changes. In a short period of time, all other trans-
actions either commit or quickly abort. 3©The privileged
transaction enjoys all resources and executes its transaction
logic to completion. The privileged transaction follows the
same procedure in the log-free persistence transactions ex-
cept that it directly writes NVM if its Met-Cache region is
used up. 4© Since the thread cooperative garbage collection
mechanism stops in the exclusive stage, the privileged trans-
action is responsible for reclaiming stale NVM-tuples for all
threads in the maintenance phase at the end of the exclu-
sive stage. It checks the garbage queue of every thread, and
moves NVM-tuple versions in the queue to the correspond-
ing free list. If all NVM-tuples in a NVM page are freed,
then it frees the entire NVM page5. Note that we can em-
ploy the implementation detail (ii) in Section 3.4 to limit
the amount of space management work, and leave part of
the work to the corresponding threads in normal execution.
5©The privileged transaction unlocks G-EX and completes.

Zen+ switches back to the detecting stage. All threads re-
sume to handle new or aborted transactions.

Zen+ is recoverable when the system crashes during the
exclusive stage. This is because the privileged transaction
follows the same persistence procedure as in normal execu-
tion. Therefore, the same arguments as in Section 3.3.3 show
that Zen+ can correctly recover from crashes.

4.2 Support for NUMA Architectures

Multi-socket (e.g., dual-socket/quad-socket) machines are
popular today. NUMA architectures allow more CPUs and
memory resources to be integrated in a single machine. A
k-socket machine can provide k times as large NVM mem-
ory capacity, and k times as high CPU computing power

5 A per-page counter can be kept in the NVM-tuple manager to keep
track of the number of allocated slots in the page. The counter is up-
dated for tuple allocations and frees. When the counter decreases to 0,
we can return the page to the NVM page manager.
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as a single-socket machine. We would like Zen+ to effec-
tively exploit NUMA architectures to support larger OLTP
databases with higher transaction performance.

In Section 4.2.1, we first review background on existing
optimizations for NUMA systems, and consider their appli-
cability to Zen+. Then, we propose our NUMA-Aware soft
partition design in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Background

In a multi-socket machine, NVDIMMs are attached to dif-
ferent sockets. For Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory, the
NVM attached to different sockets are identified as different
special devices (e.g., in Linux), and can be mapped to dif-
ferent virtual address regions in software. We use the term
NVM NUMA node i to denote the NVM attached to CPU
socket i and also the corresponding virtual memory region.
Hence, software can control the space allocation and data
accesses to different NVM NUMA nodes.

Previous work studies the placement and migration of
threads and data to reduce remote memory accesses and bal-
ance CPU loads for operating systems [32,8], in-memory
indices [36], execution of analytical queries [31,42,43,37],
and graph analytics [22] in DRAM-based NUMA systems.
In the context of NUMA systems equipped with NVM mem-
ory, Wang et al. investigate NUMA-aware thread migration
in file systems [52]. They propose to migrate only threads
but not data because (i) NVM writes are more expensive
than NVM reads and (ii) NVM has limited write endurance.

H-Store [47] assumes that an OLTP database can be fully
partitioned. It runs a dedicated thread per partition that han-
dles the transactions accessing tuples in the partition. With
this assumption, H-Store achieves high throughput for trans-
actions that access only one partition. It can support NUMA
architectures nicely by co-locating each partition and its ded-
icated thread and distributing the partitions across NUMA
nodes. However, when this assumption is not satisfied, trans-
actions that access multiple partitions suffer from signifi-
cantly lower performance. Other mainstream OLTP engines
mainly rely on the operating system for NUMA-aware thread
scheduling and data placement.

From the related work, we extract the following three
design principles: i) Remote NVM accesses should be re-
duced as much as possible; ii) Data migration incurs ex-
pensive NVM writes, and therefore should not be exten-
sively used; iii) Workload characteristics are important (e.g.,
if transactions mostly focus on one of the partitions, the
database partitioning approach can support NUMA archi-
tectures well). We follow these principles to consider NVM
and NUMA properties, and workload characteristics in our
NUMA-aware optimization in Zen+.

4.2.2 Our Design: NUMA-Aware Soft Partition

We begin our description with a naı̈ve NUMA-agnostic so-
lution. Then, we exploit the Zen structures to perform only
NUMA-local writes. Finally, we extend NUMA-local writes
and propose the technique of NUMA-aware soft partition.

Naı̈ve NUMA-Agnostic Design. The naı̈ve design is shown
in Figure 7(a). It maintains a shared pool of DRAM mem-
ory and a shared pool of NVM memory. All threads al-
locate DRAM or NVM resources from the shared pools.
DRAM and NVM pages are allocated in an interleaved fash-
ion across NUMA nodes6. With this design, Zen allocates
the Met-Cache and the NVM-Tuple heap pages from the
shared DRAM pool and the shared NVM pool, respectively.

The naı̈ve design is NUMA-agnostic in that it does not
specially co-locate threads and data to reduce remote mem-
ory accesses. Suppose there are k NUMA nodes (e.g., k=2
for a dual-socket machine). Because of the interleaved al-
location policy, an allocated DRAM/NVM page is equally
likely to reside in one of the k NUMA nodes. Therefore, the
probability of local DRAM/NVM accesses is 1

k , and that of
remote accesses is k−1

k . We would like to devise NUMA-
aware solutions that significantly improve upon the naı̈ve
design.

NUMA-Local Write. NVM writes are more expensive than
NVM reads. Remote NVM writes are even more costly. Thus,
the first idea that comes to our mind is to eliminate remote
NVM writes and perform only NUMA-local writes. As de-
picted in Figure 7(b), the design manages separate DRAM
and NVM pools for NUMA nodes, and binds threads to CPU
cores in different CPU sockets. A thread running on CPU
socket i allocates DRAM and NVM space from the local
pools of NUMA node i. A thread can read local or remote
DRAM/NVM. However, it can write to only local DRAM
or local NVM, thereby completely avoiding remote writes.

This design fits the architecture of Zen well. First, a Zen
thread can allocate its Met-Cache region and its NVM-tuple
heap pages from the local DRAM and NVM pools, respec-
tively. Second, Zen’s Met-Cache does not perform remote
writes. A thread can read entries in other Met-Cache regions,
but it cannot write to other Met-Cache regions. This is de-
signed originally for reducing thread contentions. We can
leverage the same facility to achieve NUMA-local DRAM
writes. Third, when committing a transaction, a thread allo-
cates NVM-tuple space from the NVM-tuple manager, which
in turn allocates pages from the local NVM pool. Therefore,
Zen performs only NUMA-local NVM writes.

While this design removes remote writes, it does not op-
timize for remote reads. Note that tuples can be migrated
across NUMA nodes. When it wants to update a tuple that

6 This is similar to the interleaved NUMA allocation policy in the
operating system. However, when NVM is in the App Direct mode, the
OS policy cannot be directly applied to NVM.
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Fig. 7: NUMA related design and optimizations

is cached in another Met-Cache region, a thread copies the
Met-Cache entry to its local Met-Cache region. At com-
mit time, it writes the new version of the tuple to its local
NVM NUMA node. This essentially migrates the tuple. In
a pathological case, a sequence of back-to-back transactions
T xn 1, T xn 2, T xn 3, ... update the same tuple. Odd num-
bered transactions are scheduled to run on NUMA node 1,
while even numbered transactions are scheduled to run on
NUMA node 0. Then the new versions of the tuple ping-
pong between the two NUMA nodes, incurring a great many
remote reads. We would like to avoid such cases as much as
possible.

NUMA-Aware Soft Partition. The static database parti-
tioning approach as described in Section 4.2.1 provides a
simple solution to the above problem if a transaction always
visits data in a single partition. However, real-world OLTP
workloads are often more dynamic. It is likely that a trans-
action visits tuples in more than one partition.

We propose NUMA-aware soft partition to cope with
the dynamic workload behaviors. Zen+ divides base tables
into partitions, and maps partitions to NUMA nodes. For
an incoming transaction, Zen+ computes its NUMA affinity
based on the partitions that it is about to visit, then assigns
the transaction to the most relevant NUMA node. By “soft”,
we mean that Zen+ collects partition statistics and dynami-
cally adjust the mapping from partitions to NUMA nodes

In the following, we describe the construction of parti-
tions, the assignment of transactions, the dynamic partition
mapping, and the parameter choices in details.

(1) Partitions. A table is partitioned by applying a hash
function on the partition key (e.g., hash(key)%part size).
Please note that the partition is logical. There is no physical
partitioning step that copies tuples into contiguous memory
regions. Instead, through the NUMA-aware transaction as-
signment, the new versions of tuples in a partition tend to
be written to the same NUMA node by NUMA-local writes.
In this way, the tuples in a partition are likely to eventually
co-locate in the same NUMA node.

The default partition key of a table is its primary key,
which leads to even distribution of tuples to partitions. How-
ever, in some cases, tuples of multiple related base tables are
frequently visited together in a transaction. Hence, it is de-

Algorithm 3: Transaction assignment.
1 global load[node num];
2 global access count[thd num][part num];
3 global part map[part num];
4 Function assignTransaction(txn)
5 if max(load) − min(load) > δ then
6 node = argmin (load); /* if load is very unbalanced */
7 else
8 node = getAffinityNode (txn);

9 thd id = getNextThread (node);
10 access count[thd id][part id] ++;
11 return thd id;

12 Function getAffinityNode(txn)
13 vote[0..node num-1] = 0;
14 foreach t ∈ txn.requests do
15 if (k = extractKey(t)) 6= None then
16 part id = hash(k) % part size; /* partition rule */
17 t node = part map[part id];
18 vote[t node] ++;

19 if max(vote) == 0 then
20 return getRandomNode (); /* complex transaction */
21 else
22 return argmax(vote); /* affinity can be computed */

sirable to have the related tuples in the same partition. We
observe that the relationship between tuples is typically ex-
pressed as foreign key references. That is, the primary key of
one table is referenced in other related tables as foreign keys
(e.g., warehouse ID in TPCC). Consequently, we can judi-
ciously select foreign keys as the partition key for the related
tables so that related tuples belong to the same partition.

Zen+ has two global data structures for partitions. There
is a global hash map part map that maps every partition to
a NUMA node. Then, Zen+ keeps access count for each
thread and each partition.

(2) NUMA-Aware Transaction Assignment. Algorithm 3
considers load balancing and NUMA affinity for assigning
transactions to NUMA nodes.

For load balancing purpose, if the loads across NUMA
nodes differ greatly, Zen+ chooses the node with the low-
est load to run the transaction (Line 6). Zen+ obtains CPU
utilization by reading /proc/stat. From our experience, un-
balanced load is often caused by changing workload.
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Algorithm 4: Dynamic Mapping of Partitions.
1 global access count[thd num][part num];
2 global part map[part num];
3 Function mapPartitions(void)
4 pt cnt[0..part num-1] = 0;
5 nd pt[0..node num-1][0..part num-1] = 0;
6 for t = 0; t < thd num; t ++ do
7 for p = 0; p < part num; p++ do
8 pt cnt[p] += access count[t][p];
9 node= getNodeForThread(t);

10 nd pt[node][p] += access count[t][p];

11 mapped pt[0..node num-1] = 0;
12 mapped cnt[0..node num-1] = 0;
13 foreach part ∈ descending order of pt cnt[] do
14 min load= min(mapped cnt);
15 node= -1;
16 for nd = 0;nd < node num;nd ++ do
17 if (mapped cnt[nd] < 1.1 * min load) and

(mapped pt[nd] < d part num
node num e) then

18 if (node < 0) or (nd pt[node][part] >
nd pt[nd][part]) then

19 node= nd;

20 orig node = part map[part];
21 if nd pt[node][part] > nd pt[orig][part] * η then
22 part map[part] = node; /* remap the part */
23 else
24 node= orig node; /* mapping is unchanged */

25 mapped pt[node] ++;
26 mapped cnt[node] += nd pt[node][part];

For NUMA affinity, Zen+ examines each request (data
operation, e.g., SQL select, update, insert, delete) in the trans-
action (Line 14). It attempts to extract the base table and the
primary/foreign key of each accessed tuple, then computes
its partition ID (Line 15-16). This is feasible for point oper-
ations (e.g., when keys are specified in the “where” clause)
but may fail for more complex requests. If the partition ID
is identified, the algorithm maps the partition to its NUMA
node and accumulates a vote for the node (Line 17-18). It
chooses the NUMA node with the highest vote (Line 22). In
case that all votes are 0, which means that all requests are
complex, the algorithm chooses a node randomly (Line 19-
20). The time complexity of this procedure is O(n), where n
is the number of requests in a transaction.

Finally, Zen+ assigns the transaction to a thread in the
chosen NUMA node in a round robin fashion (Line 9).

(3) Dynamic Mapping of Partitions to NUMA Nodes. The
system periodically invokes Algorithm 4 to dynamically map
partitions to NUMA nodes. The algorithm aims to (i) dis-
tribute hot spots across NUMA nodes, and (ii) balance the
number NVM accesses for the NUMA nodes.

First, the algorithm computes per-partition access counts
(pt cnt) and per-node-partition access counts (nd pt) based
on the global access count (Line 4-10). Second, it examines

the partitions from the hottest to the coldest (Line 13). That
is, it follows the descending order of the accumulated per-
partition access counts. Third, in every iteration, the algo-
rithm checks all the NUMA nodes to find a candidate node
to map the current partition. The algorithm excludes any
node whose assigned load is already unbalanced (i.e., over
10% higher than the minimum load) (Line 17). It also guar-
antees that the number of partitions assigned to each node
is roughly the same (Line 17). Then, the candidate is cho-
sen as the node that sees the largest number of accesses for
the partition (Line 18-19). Fourth, the algorithm compares
the access counts of the candidate and the original node.
If the candidate sees much higher counts, then the global
mapping is changed (Line 22). Finally, the algorithm accu-
mulates mapped partitions and access counts for the chosen
node (Line 25-26) before processing the next partition.

The algorithm complexity is O(P(log(P)+T ), where P
is the number of partitions and T is the number of threads.
(4) Parameter Choices. δ and η are both tunable parame-
ters. δ controls the threshold to detect unbalanced load. η

sets the difference between the candidate and original nodes
to remap partitions. Another parameter is the number of par-
titions. As the number of partitions increases, the number of
tuples in a partition decreases. It is more flexible to schedule
the partitions across NUMA nodes. However, the number
of partitions cannot be too large. Otherwise, the global map-
ping structure (part map) and the partition statistics (part map)
cannot fit into the last level CPU caches. In our experiments,
we set δ=0.3, η=1.2, and use 2048 partitions.

5 Evaluation

We run real-machine experiments to compare the perfor-
mance of our proposed solutions with existing OLTP engine
designs for NVM in this section.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Machine Configuration. The machine is equipped with 2
Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPUs (16 cores/32 threads, 32KB
L1I, 32KB L1D, and 1MB L2 per core, and a shared 22MB
L3 cache). There are 384GB (12x32GB) DRAM and 1.5TB
(12x128GB) 3DXPoint based Intel Optane DC Persistent
Memory NVDIMMs in the system. We configure the system
to run in the App Direct mode where both NVM and DRAM
can be mapped to the virtual address of software. The ma-
chine runs Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with the 4.15.0-70-generic
Linux kernel. We install file systems with fs-dax mode to the
NVM, then use libpmem in PMDK to map NVM files to the
virtual memory of a process. We issue clwb and sfence to
persist data to NVM. All code is written in C/C++ and com-
piled with gcc 7.5.0. To avoid NUMA effects, by default,
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we run the experiments on a single CPU socket with its as-
sociated NVM and DRAM, except for the experiments in
Section 5.6 where we examine our optimizations for NUMA
architectures. In our experiments, we set the NVM size ac-
cording to the database sizes in the benchmarks, and vary the
DRAM size to model different ratio P of NVM to DRAM.
Presently, P can be 4, 8, and 16 for OptanePM [1].

OLTP Engine Designs to Compare. In Section 5.2–5.4, we
compare the following four designs: (i) MMDB with NVM
capacity (mmdb), (ii) Write-behind logging (wbl), (iii) FOE-
DUS (foedus), and (iv) Zen (zen).

We control the NVM usage to a specific size by us-
ing pmem mmap. We limit the DRAM usage by allocating a
large DRAM from the system and manage DRAM space by
ourselves. Note that the engines run in main memory with-
out accessing any data files on disk. Therefore, they cannot
leverage other DRAM space available in the system, such
as the OS page cache. We keep the indices and transaction-
private data in DRAM, and adapt the size of other data struc-
tures (e.g., Met-Cache) to the remaining DRAM.

For FOEDUS [27], we obtain the code from the author,
and modify it to store logs and snapshots in real NVM hard-
ware. FOEDUS implements its own method of concurrency
control. For MMDB, WBL, and Zen, we write two imple-
mentations based on Cicada [33] and DBx1000 [56], respec-
tively. We measure transaction processing and crash recov-
ery performance using the Cicada based implementations.
Then, we use the DBx1000 based implementations to demon-
strate the applicability of our design to 9 concurrency con-
trol methods besides Cicada. For MMDB, we optimize the
logging procedure to combine the log records of a transac-
tion, and write them together at commit time using sequen-
tial NVM writes, clwbs, and a single sfence. We implement
decentralized logs to reduce contention. That is, each thread
writes its log to a separate NVM buffer. When the database
cannot fit into DRAM, MMDB uses part of NVM as volatile
memory to store base tables. We disable checkpoints when
measuring transaction throughput of MMDB. For WBL, our
implementation follows the description of the WBL paper
closely for persisting tuples, writing WBL logs, and recov-
ery. It writes a WBL log record roughly every 100us. We
apply the light-weight NVM space management to WBL.
The Zen design is described in detail in Section 3.

In Section 5.5 and 5.6, we implement Zen+ by extend-
ing the Cicada based implementation with support for long
running transactions and NUMA architectures. As previous
OLTP engines (i)–(iii) do not support similar features, we
mainly compare various design choices in Zen+.

Benchmarks. we run YCSB [15] and TPCC [2] benchmarks.
YCSB is a widely used key-value workload representa-

tive of transactions handled by web companies. In our ex-
periments, the YCSB database consists of a single table.
Every tuple contains an 8B primary key and ten 100-byte

columns of random string data. The size of a tuple is ap-
proximately 1KB. Each YCSB transaction consists of 16
random requests by default. Given the primary key, a read
request retrieves a tuple, and a write request modifies a tu-
ple. We vary two parameters in the workload: (1) Percentage
of read requests: Read-Only(RO, 100% read), Read-Heavy
(RH, 90% read, 10% write), Balanced (BA, 50% read, 50%
write), and Write-Heavy (WH, 10% read, 90% write); and
(2) The θ parameter of the Zipfian distribution: No-Skew
(θ = 0), Low-Skew (θ = 0.6), and High-Skew (θ = 0.95).
Note that No-Skew has no request locality. It models the
worst case scenario for cross visiting different Met-Cache
regions. High-Skew models the scenario of high transaction
contentions. We use a 256GB YCSB database in most ex-
periments so that the database can fit into the NVM, but
is larger than the available DRAM. We use another 100GB
YCSB database in the recovery experiments to understand
the impact of data size on recovery performance.

TPCC simulates an order entry application of a whole-
sale supplier. There are five transaction types. Among the
five types, New-Order and Payment transactions modify the
database and account for 88% of all transactions. We con-
figure the benchmark to use 2048 warehouses and 100,000
items. The initial footprint of the database is approximately
205GB, which is larger than the available DRAM.

Unless otherwise noted, for each experiment, each thread
runs 500 thousand random transactions to warm up the sys-
tem, then we measure the throughput by running 500 thou-
sand random transactions per thread.

5.2 Transaction Performance

5.2.1 YCSB Performance

Varying Read/Write Ratio and Data Skew. We run the
YCSB benchmark while varying the percentage of read re-
quests and the Zipf’s θ parameter in Figure 8.

Among the four OLTP engines, FOEDUS has the worst
performance. It suffers from the NVM read amplification
problem due to page-grained caching. Moreover, the map-
reduce computation, which merges logs to snapshots, in-
curs computation overhead and NVM write cost. Finally, the
implementation employs heavy-weight file system interface
and persists pages to NVM with msync. As a side effect, we
do not count clwb and sfence for FOEDUS.

WBL gives the second worst performance. WBL main-
tains per-tuple metadata in NVM. Hence, it incurs a large
number of NVM writes and persists for the per-tuple meta-
data. This is confirmed by Figure 11 and 12. Compared with
MMDB and Zen, WBL sees drastically more sfences in
most cases, and sees significantly more clwbs when the work-
load has high skews.
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Fig. 8: YCSB performance with P=4 and 16 threads.
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Fig. 9: YCSB performance with P=8 and 16 threads.
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Fig. 10: YCSB performance with P=16 and 16 threads.

MMDB achieves better performance than WBL. Unlike
WBL, MMDB considers the database to be in volatile mem-
ory. Therefore, it does not persist per-tuple metadata. The
main problem is NVM write amplification. If a tuple is in
the (volatile) part of NVM, it is written to NVM twice, i.e.
to the (volatile) part of NVM and to the log in NVM. (Note
that this set of experiments do not perform checkpoints.)

Zen achieves better performance than MMDB mainly
because Zen performs fewer NVM writes. For a committed
transaction, Zen performs 1 NVM write per tuple write, and
0 NVM write for tuple reads. In the case of MMDB with
NVM capacity, when P = 4, 75% of data reside in NVM.
MMDB writes per-tuple concurrency control metadata even
for tuple reads. A tuple write also creates a new version and
incurs logging on NVM. Hence, MMDB performs an av-
erage 0.75×(1+1)+1=2.5 NVM writes per tuple write and
0.75×1=0.75 NVM write per tuple read. This explains the
significant advantage of Zen over MMDB for Read Only or,
No Skew and Low Skew cases. For an aborted transaction,
Zen frees resources without writing to NVM. In contrast,
MMDB still writes the per-tuple metadata and new tuple
versions. Hence, it incurs an average 1.5 NVM writes per tu-
ple write and 0.75 NVM write per tuple read. This explains
why Zen outperforms MMDB under High Skew.

Our proposed design, Zen, achieves the best performance.
Compared with MMDB, WBL, and FOEDUS, Zen achieves
1.25x–5.29x speedup for Read-Only, 1.00-7.86x speedup for
Read-Heavy, 1.54x-7.50x speedup for Balanced, and 2.16x-
10.12x speedup for Write-Heavy. Zen successfully addresses
the three design challenges with Met-Cache, log-free trans-
actions, and light-weight NVM space management. From
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(Figure 11–14: High skew, P=4, 16 threads)
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Fig. 16: YCSB scalability.
(High skew, Balanced, P=4)

Figure 11, we see that Zen issues much fewer clwb instruc-
tions than MMDB and WBL for Read-Only because Zen
incurs no NVM writes, while MMDB and WBL still need to
persist their logs. Moreover, Zen issues at most one sfence

per transaction. This is the same as MMDB, but much bet-
ter than WBL, which writes and persists per-tuple metadata
to NVM. Furthermore, the speedups of Zen over the other
designs increase as the percentage of writes, showing the
benefit of Zen in reducing NVM write overhead.

We see two general trends for all the engine designs.
First, transaction throughput increases as the percentage of
read requests because there are fewer NVM writes and per-
sists as shown in Figure 11. Second, higher skews bring two
effects. The performance for Read-Only, Read-Heavy, and
Balanced is better because more data are found in DRAM.
However, higher skews result in more contention for Write-
Heavy as shown in Figure 13. As a result, we see lower
transaction throughput. Interestingly, Zen has fewer aborts
in Balanced and Write-Heavy for skewed workload com-
pared to MMDB and WBL. As writes become more, Met-
Cache may be more frequently updated. We attribute the
reason to our fine-grained Met-Cache because the cache pro-
vides data lower accesses latency for hot tuples, which makes
the process to detect conflicts faster. In average, Zen spends
less time in critical region for concurrency control. Hence,
transactions in Zen face less conflicts because the writes
keep the Met-Cache updated in time.

Varying NVM/DRAM Size Ratio. We show YCSB trans-
action performance for P=16 in Figure 10. Zen is best per-
forming OLTP engine design among the four designs. Com-
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Fig. 19: Zen vs. ideal MMDB. (P=4 16 threads)

pared with MMDB, WBL, and FOEDUS, Zen achieves 1.34-
5.35x speedup for Read-Only, 1.13-5.59x speedup for Read-
Heavy, 1.02x-4.20x speedup for Balanced, and 1.02x-5.58x
speedup for Write-Heavy. We also observe similar trends as
P=4 compared with Figure 8. Moreover, as P increases and
DRAM becomes smaller compared to NVM, all engine de-
signs see decreasing throughput because more accesses have
to visit NVM. Furthermore, for the case of P=16, Write-
Heavy or Balanced, and No Skew, Zen and MMDB show
similar performance because the bottleneck is the NVM per-
sist operations. Zen persists a modified tuple to NVM-tuple
heap, while MMDB persists the tuple to the log. Both de-
signs issue a single sfence per transaction. In another typical
setting P=8, we observe similar results as shown in Figure 9.

Standard YCSB Workloads. We run experiments for the
five standard workloads of YCSB [15] under low skew, P=4,
and 16 threads in Figure 15: (A) 50% read, 50% update; (B)
95% read, 5% update; (C) 100% read; (D) 95% read recent,
5% insert; and (E) 95% scan, 5% insert. Note that the Read
Only case in the previous experiments is workload (C), and
the Balanced case is workload (A). From Figure 15, we see
that Zen achieves 1.15x–1.82x improvements over MMDB,
and 1.36x–3.04x improvements over WBL.

YCSB Scalability. We study the scalability of the four OLTP
engine designs in Figure 16. We set P=4 and use Balanced,
High Skew requests in the experiments. We vary the num-
ber of threads from 1 to 32. From the figure, we see that Zen
scales up better than MMDB, WBL, and FOEDUS. First,
Zen conducts concurrency control completely in DRAM.
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Fig. 23: YCSB performance with 10 concurrency control
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Second, the Met-Cache hit rate is 85% for High Skew work-
loads. This makes Zen’s efficiency close to that of pure in-
memory database. Third, Zen incurs less cost for aborts be-
cause an aborted transaction does not write to NVM.

Benefit of Light-Weight NVM Space Management. We
compare the transaction performance of Zen with and with-
out the light-weight NVM space management in Figure 17.
The naı̈ve design records and persists the metadata of every
tuple allocation in NVM. From the figure, we see that the
two designs have similar performance for Read-Only be-
cause there is few NVM-tuple allocation requests. For the
other cases, Zen significantly out-performs the naı̈ve design.
Compared to the naı̈ve design, Zen achieves 1.41x–1.52x
speedup for Read-Heavy, 1.32x–2.26x speedup for Balanced,
and 1.30x–2.52x speedup for Write-Heavy. Moreover, Fig-
ure 18 studies the impact of garbage collection activities
on transaction latencies. Note that we choose no skew to
minimize the impact of transaction conflicts and aborts. The
figure shows that 99th percentile latencies are only slightly
larger than the average latencies, indicating that garbage col-
lection works smoothly.

Comparison to ideal MMDB. We compare the performance
of Zen with ideal MMDB in Figure 19. For ideal MMDB,
we reduce the database size to 100GB and fit it into DRAM,
then we run MMDB without checkpointing. In this way,
ideal MMDB performs no NVM reads, and almost optimal
number of NVM writes and persists for write requests. Zen’s
database is 256GB large. Zen (small) has a 100GB database
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as MMDB. Both Zen (small) and Zen can use 64GB DRAM.
As shown in Figure 19, we see that Zen (small) is only
slightly (6%–11%) slower than ideal MMDB, showing the
benefits of our proposed optimization techniques. Note that
Zen (small) performs better than Zen because a larger frac-
tion of tuples of Zen (small) are in Met-Cache.

5.2.2 TPCC Performance

TPCC performance. We run the TPCC benchmark using
16 threads while varying the memory configuration. As sh-
own in Figure 20, the TPCC experiment shows the same
trend as the YCSB experiment. Zen is the best perform-
ing OLTP engine design among the four designs. Compared
with MMDB, WBL, and FOEDUS, Zen achieves 1.56x–
3.98x speedup when P=4, 1.72x–4.63x speedup when P=8,
and 1.75x–4.79x speedup when P=16.

TPCC scalability. We study the scalability of the four OLTP
engine designs using TPCC benchmark. We set P=4 and
vary the number of threads from 1 to 32. As shown in Fig-
ure 21, all designs scale well to 32 threads. We attribute the
good scalability to the modestly low contention in the TPCC
workload. Zen performs the best in all designs. Zen achieves
a transaction throughput of 1.36 million transactions per sec-
ond using 32 threads.

5.3 Recovery Performance

In this section, we evaluate the recovery time of the OLTP
engine designs using YCSB and TPCC benchmark. For each
benchmark, we first execute a fixed number of transactions,
then force a hard shutdown of the DBMS (SIGKILL). Af-
ter that, we measure the time for the system to restore to a
consistent state, where the effects of all committed transac-
tions are durable and the effects of the uncommitted transac-
tions are removed. We configure the ratio of NVM to DRAM
capacity to be 4 and use 16 parallel threads for recovery
processing. We consider MMDB, WBL, and Zen for re-
covery performance. We omit FOEDUS because it has the
worst transaction performance and the implementation does
not provide a straightforward way to perform recovery. For
MMDB, we assume that there is a checkpoint before run-
ning the benchmark. We do not take more checkpoints dur-
ing the run. Therefore, the recovery process reads the check-
point and applies redo logs to bring the database state up to
date. For WBL, we read the WBL to obtain the pairs of per-
sisted commit timestamp (cp), and dirty commit timestamp
(cd). Then we scan the tuples in NVM while comparing the
tuple timestamps with the (cp, cd) pairs to identify commit-
ted tuples. The reconstruction of indices is similar to Zen.

Recovery for YCSB. We use two database sizes, i.e. 100GB
and 256GB, in the YCSB recovery experiments. We run 4

million and 16 million transactions before the system fail-
ure. As shown in Figure 22(a), MMDB takes 85.9s to re-
cover from the system failure for the 100GB database. In
contrast, WBL and Zen take 2.6s and 3.1s, respectively. They
are an order of magnitude faster than MMDB. MMDB spends
most time in loading the checkpoint and redoing logs, while
WBL and Zen spend most time in scanning tuples in NVM
and restoring the indices. However, because of the uncer-
tainty of the maximum committed transaction timestamp,
Zen needs to check the LP flag, Deleted flag, and Tx-CTS
for each NVM-Tuple, which accounts for the additional time
compared with WBL. When we increase the number of trans-
actions from 4 million to 16 million, MMDB takes an addi-
tional 28.2s, while WBL and Zen takes merely 0.49s and
1.12s more time, respectively.

When the data size increases from 100GB in Figure 22(a)
to 256GB in Figure 22(b), all three solutions take signifi-
cantly longer to recover. The time complexity of the recov-
ery algorithm is O(n+ ln(n)), where n is the number of tu-
ple versions in a NVM-tuple region. Therefore, the recov-
ery time grows linearly as the number of tuples per NVM-
tuple region increases. Suppose the entire 1.5TB of NVM
in the experimental machine is filled with tuples and all the
64 threads are used to scan the data in parallel. Then the re-
covery time can be roughly estimated to be 1.5TB/100GB *
16 threads/64 threads = 3.75x as large as that for an 100GB
database. Since the main operations of Zen are scanning
tuples and rebuilding indices, persistent indices may effec-
tively reduce the recovery time of Zen. We discuss persistent
indices in Section 6.

Recovery for TPCC. We conduct the TPCC recovery ex-
periment. The TPCC database contains 2048 warehouses.
We use 16 parallel threads. As shown in Figure 22(c), we
observe similar trends as the YCSB recovery experiment.
MMDB takes 282.1s (297.1s) for 4 million (16 million) trans-
actions. WBL takes 10.2s (11.1s) and Zen takes 10.1s (11.3s)
for 4 million (16 million) transactions. Zen and WBL re-
cover dramatically faster than MMDB.

5.4 Wide Applicability to Concurrency Control Methods

Figure 23 demonstrates that Zen supports a wide variety of
concurrency control methods, including three 2PL variants
(2PL with deadlock detection, wait and die, and no wait-
ing [56]), three OCC variants [28,48,57], three MVCC vari-
ants [7,17,33], and a partition-based method (H-Store [47]).
Our implementation for 9 of the above 10 methods (except
Cicada) is based on DBx1000, an in-memory OLTP testbed
for concurrency control research. For completeness, we in-
clude the Cicada results from Figure 8 in Figure 23. How-
ever, note that the results are not directly comparable be-
cause the implementations in DBx1000 and Cicada are dif-
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ferent. For example, DBx1000 simplifies space management
by not reclaiming space for old tuples (which is only OK for
short test runs). We configure P to be 4. We use a 160GB
YCSB benchmark under High Skew and Balanced configu-
ration with 16 threads.

Comparing Zen with MMDB, we find the following. First,
Zen achieves 1.10x-2.46x speedup in all concurrency con-
trol methods. Second, Zen achieves higher speedup for OCC
and MVCC methods compared with 2PL variants. This is
because Zen is more likely to run transactions in DRAM.
Aborts are also less costly in Zen because aborted trans-
actions do not write to NVM. In contrast, in 2PL meth-
ods, conflicts are handled at each data access, which lim-
its the performance of Zen. Third, Zen shows limited im-
provement in partition-based concurrency control method
because cross-partition transactions become the bottleneck
under High Skew. The coarse-grained lock of partition lim-
its the performance of all OLTP engine designs.

Comparing Zen with WBL, we see that Zen achieves
1.11x-4.58x speedup in all concurrency control methods.
Moreover, in OCC and MVCC variants, the performance
gains of Zen are larger. Zen fully exploits DRAM for con-
currency control, while WBL maintains concurrency control
related per-tuple metadata in NVM. Hence, WBL sees small
grained accesses in NVM, which limits its throughput.

5.5 Support for Long Running Transactions

In this section, we evaluate Zen+’s support for long run-
ning transactions. We use YCSB benchmark with 256GB
database, the low skew balanced setting, P=4, and 16 threads.
A Met-Cache region is 4GB large, which can cache 4 mil-
lion tuples. We set α = 95%, β = 5%, γ = 16 million.

Impact of Read-Only Long Running Transactions. The
first experiment studies the behavior of read-only long run-
ning transactions in Zen+. One thread (denoted S) performs
large scan transactions from time to time, while the other
15 threads run normal YCSB transactions. As shown in Fig-
ure 24, thread S first executes 50 thousand YCSB transac-
tions. Then, it goes into a long running transaction that scans
2GB data (i.e., 2 million tuples). After that, it executes an-
other 50 thousand YCSB transactions, and then a second
long running transaction that scans 8GB data (i.e., 8 million
tuples). The exclusive stage is not triggered in the experi-
ment. Overall, we see a merely 11% throughput loss.

Impact of Read-Write Long Running Transactions. The
second experiment studies the impact of read-write long run-
ning transactions. Thread S performs long running update
transactions, while the other 15 threads run normal YCSB
transactions. Note that we must avoid any conflicts between
normal transactions and the long running transaction. Other-
wise, the commit of a conflicting normal transaction would
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abort the long running transaction. For this purpose, we con-
figure the normal transactions and the long running transac-
tions to use disjoint key ranges. Thread S performs 50 thou-
sand normal YCSB transactions, then updates 2GB data (2
million tuples), then runs another 50 thousand normal YCSB
transactions, then updates 8GB data (8 million tuples). As
shown in Figure 25, we observe that the 2GB update is han-
dled in normal execution while the 8GB data update triggers
the exclusive stage. Zen+ switches to the exclusive stage at
around 21s. The throughput curve drops to 0 at this point.
After the long running transaction completes, Zen+ resumes
normal execution. The system throughput rises to the nor-
mal level. While its performance is poor, the exclusive stage
improves the robustness of Zen+. Nevertheless, we expect
such case is rare.

Slowdowns Due to Long Running Transactions. We use
one thread to perform back-to-back long running transac-
tions. We consider three types of long running transactions:
scan 2GB, scan 8GB, and update 2GB data. We omit the
update of 8GB data because it constantly triggers the ex-
clusive stage. As shown in Figure 26, the scan based long
running transactions cause 9.4%–24.9% slowdowns com-
pared with the baseline without long running transactions.
Because Zen+ employs MVCC, the influence of read-only
long running transactions is limited. In comparison, the up-
date based long running transactions cause 17.3%–73.7%
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slowdowns compared with the baseline. As the write ratio
increases and the workload skew increases, the throughput
decreases significantly. This is because read-write long run-
ning transactions incur more conflicts between transactions.

5.6 Support for NUMA Architecture

In this section, we evaluate Zen+’s support for NUMA archi-
tectures. The experimental machine has two NUMA nodes.

Overall YCSB Performance of Zen+. We compare four
cases: remote, local, naı̈ve, and soft partition. One extreme
is remote, where 16 threads run in CPU socket 0 but use re-
mote DRAM and NVM in NUMA node 1. It gives the per-
formance lower bound. The other extreme is local, where
16 threads run in CPU socket 0 and use local DRAM and
NVM in NUMA node 0. It shows the performance upper
bound. Note that the result of local is directly comparable
with the experimental results in previous subsections. naı̈ve
and soft partition run 8 threads in either of the two NUMA
nodes. naı̈ve is NUMA-agnostic. It allocates memory using
a shared pool of DRAM and a shared pool of NVM. In com-
parison, our proposed solution, NUMA-aware soft partition
aims to reduce remote memory accesses while balancing the
load across NUMA nodes. We empirically set the number of
partitions to 2048 so that the global partition map and statis-
tics collection structures can reside in the L3 cache.

As shown in Figure 27, remote and local achieve the
worst and the best performance as expected. naı̈ve achieves
1.03x-2.17x speedups compared with remote. soft partition
achieves 1.13x-3.72x speedups compared with the remote.
It performs NUMA-local writes to eliminate remote NVM
writes. It also decreases remote reads by NUMA-aware trans-
action assignment. In general, as the workload skew increases,
the performance of both naı̈ve and soft partition increases
because of better memory locality. As the write ratio in-
creases, their performance decreases because NVM writes
are more costly than NVM reads.

NUMA-Aware Soft Partition vs. NUMA-Local Write. We
compare the NUMA-aware soft partition design with the
NUMA-local write design. As shown in Figure 28, soft par-
tition outperforms numa-local write in most workload set-
ting by up to 1.32x. In the read-only cases, soft partition can
not adjust the store position of tuples. The NUMA-aware
transaction assignment and dynamic mapping of partitions
may incur at most 5% overhead.

Scalability. Figure 29 studies the scalability of the four cases
by varying the number of threads from 1 to 64. Note that
there are 32 hardware threads in each CPU socket. We ex-
tend remote and local curves beyond 32 threads as flat lines.
From the figure, we see that soft partition scales up to 64
threads. It outperforms naı̈ve by up to 1.36x because of its
better read-write locality.
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Thread to Node Binding Strategy. We consider two strate-
gies to bind threads to NUMA nodes for soft partition. Sup-
pose the OLTP engine is allowed to run T threads. The evenly
distribution strategy binds T/2 threads to each of the NUMA
nodes. In contrast, the NUMA group strategy exploits as many
CPU cores as possible in one NUMA node, before consid-
ering the other NUMA node. For example, if T =20, then
evenly distribution binds 10 threads to either NUMA node,
while NUMA group puts 16 threads to NUMA 0 and 4 threads
to NUMA 1. As shown in Figure 30, we observe that NUMA
group outperforms evenly distribution by up to 1.24x. As the
number of threads increases from 1 to 16, NUMA group sig-
nificantly outperforms evenly distribution because NUMA
group exploits better memory locality. Note that when there
are 32 or 64 threads, the two strategies are the same. As the
number of threads increases from 32 to 64, NUMA group
slightly outperforms evenly distribution, but the benefit is
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less significant because the distribution strategies become
similar with more threads. Overall, it is advisable to use
NUMA group if possible.

TPCC Performance of Zen+. Finally, we conduct the ex-
periment in a benchmark with multiple related tables. We
run the TPCC benchmark as specified in the previous sec-
tion. There are 2048 warehouses. We use the warehouse id
to partition the tables and evenly distribute the partitions be-
tween NUMA nodes. As shown in Figure 31, compared with
the ideal local case, soft partition shows only 10.2% slow-
down. Compared to naı̈ve, soft partition achieves a factor of
1.54x improvement. This shows that soft partition captures
the characteristics of the TPCC workload well, and it can
effectively reduce remote accesses across NUMA nodes.

6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss a number of interesting design
issues for Zen/Zen+.

Alternative Index Designs. In the current design, we put the
indices in DRAM and prove the scheme reasonable. Note
that index design is orthogonal to the three main techniques
of Zen, i.e. Met-Cache, log-free persistent transactions, and
light-weight NVM space management. It is possible to em-
ploy persistent indices like NV-Tree [54], WB-Tree [12],
FP-Tree [39], HiKV [53], and LB+tree [34] to improve re-
covery performance. Besides, we can exploit previous index
designs to reduce DRAM space consumption for indices.
The dual-stage hybrid index architecture [58] saves space
by placing aged index entries into a more compact struc-
ture. Selective persistence in NV-Tree [54], FP-Tree [39],
and LB+-Tree [34] places non-leaf nodes of B+-Trees in
DRAM and leaf nodes in NVM. Note that these alternative
designs have been shown to have similar index performance
to original DRAM-based indices.

Optional DRAM-Based Logs. Zen removes NVM-based
logging to reduce NVM writes for better OLTP through-
put. However, we can optionally write DRAM-based logs
for supporting log shipping to a hot standby, and archive the
logs for supporting point-in-time recovery and disaster re-
covery. Since such logs are not required for persistence in
Zen, the logs do not need to be “write-ahead” and can be
handled with little impact on transaction performance.

Dealing with Variable Sized Tuples. In our current imple-
mentation, we treat the maximum size of the variable sized
tuples in a table as the “fixed size” in NVM-tuple alloca-
tion. To better utilize main memory space, we discuss an
alternative design in the following. In DRAM, we exploit
a memory heap to store variable sized fields. A tuple in the
Met-Cache can store pointers to these fields. Hence, variable
sized tuples can be handled as fixed-sized tuples. In NVM,
we maintain multiple NVM page types such that the tuple

slots in a type-i page are of 2i bytes large. Then, a tuple of
length L is stored in a type-i page such that 2i−1 < L ≤ 2i.
We can persist variable sized tuples in proper fixed sized
slots. Like our current design, NVM tuple allocation incurs
no NVM writes. One problem of this approach is that we
now have multiple NVM page types for every table. To sim-
plify the management of NVM pages, we can use part of the
63-bit tuple ID to include the table ID so that the tuple ID is
unique across the OLTP database. In this way, we only need
to manage a single set of NVM page types because tuples
from different tables can be mixed in the same page.

Limitations of Zen/Zen+. First, Zen/Zen+ cannot support
OLTP databases larger than NVM memory. It would be in-
teresting to study Zen’s optimizations to improve the 3-tier
design [46,60]. Second, a long running read-write transac-
tion may trigger the exclusive mode and delay other trans-
actions. It is challenging to support such transactions well in
any OLTP design. Users may be advised to rewrite the trans-
action as smaller tasks for better performance. For Zen+,
the parameters of the MVCC-based adaptive execution tech-
nique can be better tuned. However, this often requires a
good knowledge of the OLTP workload. It is interesting to
automatically tune the parameters by dynamically observing
the workload. Finally, NUMA-aware soft partition in Zen+
requires users to declare partition keys. This optimization
also relies on the identification of partition IDs for trans-
action operations. Therefore, it mainly targets short/simple
transactions.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the OLTP engine design for NVM
memory. After examining the existing OLTP engine designs
for NVM, we find three design challenges: (i) tuple metadata
modifications, (ii) NVM write redundancy, and (iii) NVM
space management. We propose Zen, a high-throughput log-
free OLTP engine for NVM. Zen employs three novel tech-
niques to reduce NVM overhead, namely the Met-Cache,
log-free persistent transactions, and light-weight NVM space
management. Moreover, we propose Zen+, which extends
Zen with MVCC-based adaptive execution and NUMA-aware
soft partition to robustly and effectively support long run-
ning transactions and NUMA architectures. Experimental
results on a real machine equipped with Intel Optane DC
Persistent Memory show that Zen achieves 1.0x-10.1x im-
provements over existing NVM based designs for YCSB and
TPCC benchmarks. The recovery time of Zen is on the or-
der of a few seconds for a database of a few hundred GB
in size. Moreover, experimental results also show that Zen+
supports both read-only and read-write long running trans-
actions with reasonable cost. NUMA-Aware soft partition
adapts to workloads and achieves the performance close to
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the local NUMA setting. In conclusion, we believe Zen/Zen+
is a viable solution to support OLTP transactions in NVM
based system.
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